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Wind loading on the space shuttle while on the launch pad and
during initial 1iftoff wi 11 be very complex. This wind field is asso-
ciated with the mountainous and irregular terrain features surrounding.
the launch site. As shown in Figure 1.1, tile terrain rises rapidly to
the 'east of'the launch 'site reaching altitudes on the Qrder of 1000 feet
above sea level. The launch site, itself, is roughly at 390 feet above
sea level. To the \'Iest of the launch site i:; the oce.:.tn; \'linrJ from this
direction will be affected by a sudden discontinuity in ~urface feiltures.
Channeling of the wind, flow separation, internal boundary layers with
highly turbulent shear layers, and other flow phcnon~na associated with
surface protrusion, depressions, and surface texture discontinuities
will OCCUI'.
Qualitative analyses (and quantitdtively to the extent po~sible) of
the influence of th~se terrain features on wind 10iH.Jifig of tilt.!' ~p~lce
shuttle while on the launch pad, or during early liftoff, is ~resented
in thi5 report. Initially, 'the climatology and meteorology producing
macroscale wind patterns and characteristics for the Vandenburg Air
Force Base (VAFB) launch site are described. Also, limited fi~ld test.
data are analyzed, and then the nature and characteristic of flow
disturbances due to the various terrain features, both natur~l and
mdn-nlclde. are then revievied. Follo'ding this, the Iflil'Jnitude of these
wind loads are estimated. Finally, effects of turbulence arc discus5ed~: '
The study concludes that the influencp of complex terrain can create
significant wind loading ~n the vehicle. Because of the licrlted infor-
mation, it is not possible to quantify the magnitude of these loads.
Thus, additional measure~ents and analyses are required. Presented,
also, is a rccorr.llendation to obtain the neccssilry m(\JsurCIl]':nts and to
accomplish the needed analytical analyses.
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Figure 1. L Topographical :nilpof VMl> SlC-6 site.
2. 0 ~JJi~RAL QESCR IPT 19iLOF THE CLII·IATE .ANQ.
~lETEo.~OLOGY _QF TH£ VMS ABi5.
This section descrilJes general clililatology and meteorology macro-
scale wind patterns and characteristics for the VAFD area. First,
based on the observations of the real 'Ilorld, the general type<; of
climate at VAFB are intrOduced. Fellowing this, descriptions of the air
circulation pattern in the upper Jnd 101'1('1' troposphere of the North
Pacific, Which is closely related to the formation uf V/\~B w~3th~r
features, are made. Se~sonal weather variations for Southern California
are described. and the major control factors for tile local ...,cather' are
also interpreted. Finally, the site meteorology is reported.
2.1 genera1 Ty~f Cli~late
The climate along the coastal area of Southern California fforn
Monterey south to the 11exican border is categorized as a subtropical
(Mediterranean) climate. This type of cl imate is chat'acterized by dry
dry subhimid and semi-arid zones. A stl'ong characteristic feature of
this coastal climate is the persistent night and morning stratus clouds.
followed by sunny afternoons. These conditions occur most often during
spring and summer, \'l1th les5er frequency during the felll and winter.
As a result of the moderating effect of the nearoy PilcH;c Ocean, the
coastal temperature remains comfortable all year. \·lith very infrequent
periods of temperatures above 85° F or below 45° F. Dlytilile ~/inds are
generally brisk and from the \'/est. \'lh11e nighttime \'11005 are often very
light, flO\'ling toward the \'Iest and south. Severe sto.ms, thunderstorms,
ilnd tornadoes are very rare in this area. During the fall and "'Iinter,
~nd occasionally during late spring or early su~mer, strong, dry north-
\'lCsterly ...linds (knorm a<; Santa Anas) occur.
2.2 Air Circulation Patterns
'------'"
Air circulation in Southern California is influt?rr:ccd by the Pacific
Iligh center, co'ld California current, and inland topog»'dphy. Assho\'1n
3
in Figures 2.1 and 2.2, wind directions in the upperilnd lower tropos- .
pheres, respectively, change with the seasons. Prevailing winter winds
along the California coast arc westerly in the upper troposphere and
northwesterly in the lower troposphere. Sun~ller winds dre southvlestel"ly
in the upper troposphere and westerly in the lower troposphere.
A daytime sea breeze modifies the \'Jind pattern within the lowest
kilometer along the coastline. Resultant winds usually arrive from the
northv/est in the afternoons. Land-to-sea breezes at night are normally
inhibited during the summer because of the persistent north',olestet"ly \,Jind
at VAF!3; the annual average wind speed for the coastline ranges fl"Orn 6
to 13 knots (3 to 16 m/s)t average minimum alld maximum wind speed ranges
ore approximately 4 to 10 knots (2 to 5 m/s) and 10 to 16 knots (5 to 8
nVs), respectively.
The air circulation at the southeastern quadrant of the Pacific
High has a descending motion which causes the air along the coastal area
of Central California to be warm. This warm air combined with relatively
. .
cold ground temperatures during winter results in pCI"sistent, low-level
inversions. In SUrf.;llel', \'/hen ·the Pucffic High brings more \·/esterly (and
warmer) winds, near-ground inversions also occur, but not as frequently
or with the intensity of winter inversion.
2.3 Seasonal Weather
~asonal variationsirt the local Southern California weather are
not as sllarp1y defined as those of continental c1 imates. In the \'/intel"
there are more dramatic changes in weather conditions than at any other
time of the year. Normal tel1peratures in winter are cooler than those
in summer, except during Santa Ana v/ind conditions ~'1hen temperatures may
become abnormally high. Although cyclonic storms occur during this
season, the 'JAFI3 launch site (SLC-6) area is sorne\'Jhat removed from the
main storm tracks. During tIle short spring, the weather IJcco:l:es wan:ier,
~/indicr, more unstable, and cloudier than in the \·linter. :·lucl) and
April have the greatest frequency of 1,-/indy days of the year. Surface
ocean temperatures during this season are cold and keep the surface air
4
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FiGure 2.1. Depiction cf i'/ir:d direct iOI~S in the upper troposphere of the
North Pacific (U.S. Navy 1956).
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Figure 2.2. Depicticn of wind directions in the upper troposphel'e of the
North Pacific (U.S. Navy 1956).
cool. Consequently. temperature inversions. fog. and stratus clouds
become more frequent. especially in late spring.
In the summer, the Pacific High center i~ located over the Pacific
Ocean northwest of Southern California (see Figures 2.1 and 2.2). This
serves to block the southward movement of lm'i-pressure storms originating
in the northern Pacifi~. The clockwise airflow associated with the
. . ~ .
Pacific High results in persistent northwesterly and westerly winds in
offshore areas. South of Point COllception, the seil breeze component
induces a more westerly I·lind. The 101'/ and p~rsistent temperature inver-
sionresults in night and early morning low clouds and fog. As indicated
in Section 2.1. the autumn is somewhat characterized by the Santa Ana
winds.
2.4 Topograohic Influence on Local Weather
Topography is a major control of 5 i te-spGcific cl imate and micro
mete0rology (localized weather conditions). The con~licated system of
mountains. valleys. points,. and plains found in the project region
results ina wide variation in local climatic conditions. For example,
fogs are often 1imited to the immediate shorel inc areas by the coastill .
mountains and proceed inland only along the valleys. The higher inland'
mountains, such as the Santa Ynez, Topa Tapa, and Santa Monica Mountains,
cause strong uplifting of marine air masses, leading to cloudiness and.
rain'showers. The sha~p coastal promontoi'ies at Point Il.ruuello and
Point Concept ion infl ucnce local weathrt' cand i tions and are frequently
Shrouded in a sea fog.
2.5 Si.!:.~_.J~~t~g.!:ology"
This section describes in detail meteorological chdro.lcteristics for
the specific project sites of VAF!3 Jnd Port Hueneme. I·lost of the general
weather features such as annual averaged values of t0mpCrQture, precipi-
tation, and humidity of these sites are quite similar. i1O\·I!~ver. other
features such as winds are very different.
7
/A strong temperature inversion usually accompanies the Pacific ffigh
system. This inversion caps the moist rTJilrine air about 1000 feet above
the \'iater but may be somewhat higher in summer and 10\'Jer in winter. A
daily height variation also occurs. Topography plays an especially
important role in the height of the inversion along the VAFB coast. Under
northwesterly wind conditions, the air flowing onshore and rising to the
crest of the Honda ridge tends to push the base of inversion over the
high ground. Thus, the inversion may be observed to slope and undulate
relative to steep terrain.
iab1e 2.1 presents sl'rface wind and other li:etec"ologica 1 data for
the airfield at VAFB. The annual mean surface wind speed is 6.1 knots
(3.1 m/s) from a predominantly northvJest direction. t"ont.h1y variations
of wind show that northwester1ies persist from February through Nove~ber,
\'/hile sO'Jtheaster1ies occur during December and January. Maximum gusts
of wind up to 41 knots (21 m/s) may be expecttd dm'ing the mon.ths of
January, February, and March. Figure 2.3 illustrates seasonal variations
in day- and nighttime wind directions for the Vandenberg-Point Conception
region.
Wind speeds and directions are greatly influenced by the Pacific
High system and the seasonal lm'i-pressure center v.tlich forms over the
Southern California deserts during the late spring a~d summer. The
unequal daytime solar heating over land and ocean gives rise to the
consistent and prevailing north\'/ester1y lo\'1-1eve1 wind regime during
most afternoons. The winds become light and variable in direction .'
during most nights and mornings year round. Daily average wind spe2ds
can range from nearly calm just before sunrise to ~pwards of 12 knots (6
m/s) by sunset. Approaching fronts and storms during thp winter are the
major causes disrupting this surface v/ind regime.
Wind speeds and directions over VAFO vary greatly as a result of
the widely varying terrain. In general, \'1ind speeds are strClnqer' 011 the
higher ground, along the beaches, and on Sudden Hand1. It is of
particular intl3rest that the maxirnUlt1 avcrage diurnal "'/ind speed (about
15 knots (8 m/s) at 3:00 p.m.) at souther'n VMO i':> ':Jrcolt:( than thi.lt dt
the northern part of VAH3 (about 6 knots (3 fills) al .1 ;00 p.Ill. ).
8
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TABLE 2.1. Vandenberg Air rorce Base, Airfield MeteorOlogical Data
(Meteorology Research. Inc. 1975).
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Table 2.2 presents average speeds Jnd most frequ':.'lIt wind directions
for winds aloft in the Vandenb~r(} region. The table SlJtllllJrizes the
vertical wind structure in lOOO-foot intervals f"om tht~ ~urf<lce to
5000 feet. As observed at the VAFB airfield, nol'thweHerly and occa-
sional easterly winds are prevalent at low elevations; howev~r, north-
erly and northeasterly flows frequently exist at the higher levels as
shown in the table.
Surface wind and othermetcorological data for Point M~gu are
presented in Table 2.3. On an annudl basis, surface wind direction
ranging from wes~crly through north~rly predominates, with surface wind
speeds ranging from 3 to 10 knots (1.5 to 5 m/s). SC3sonal variations
in day- and nighttime wind directions arc illustrated in Figure 2.3.
Fair-weather surface winds during the cool season are prcdoolinantly
the land and sea br~ezes, and are not marked by winds of great intensity.
The sea breeze begins in late morning and reaches a rTldximurn intensity of
approximately 10 to 1~ knots (5 to 7.5 l1I/s) durinq the afternoon hours.
By evening. the sea breeze is gradually replaced by a land breeze. This
offshore wind. normally less than 3 knots (1.5 m/s), stops within two
hours after sunrise •. A broad. \'testerly \'lind is usually obser'ved aloft.
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TABLE 2.2. Average Speeds and ~ost Frequent Wind Directions for Winds
Aloft VAFG.a {From U.S. ~eather Bureau and Califurnia
State Department of Ilealth. 1962.}
Average wind speed ("oots) for most frl'q'Jent .. ind direct Ion ca.es I~:lIll'lght I
,Ian. feb. Har. Apr. H"y Junl' . Jllly Au!!. Sept. O,.t. :lov. lJP.c.
-
i I S.OOO ft N/20 ri/21 r;/zz 11/19 Pi/l9 '1/14 '1111 Y/9 '1/14 fill 1 11/18 :'/18 ,i/ll
--
VI <- NIlSc.. 4,000 ft Nil I I t1/19 NilS NEill Nil 6 "/14 'i(/12 NE/IO NI,12 ~•.'16 Un8 NilS_# I f••NEIl'1~OJ 3,000 ft NilS Nti6 '·116 N(lla ti[/IS rl/14 I\£/IZ NEIlO :;(/11 fl/l) rl/ll h/1S~ 0
.. 0 2,GOO ft rE/ 14 N/14 fl/14 tl/16 '1/14 N/ll N/9 N/lO 11/9 tIEl I< H/ll NEilS 1/11 31..
'"
0
"- 1,000 't 1~'E/ll tl'E/lO till3 IM/ll '\\ill 3 ti/7 Kri/7 ',11/1 "/7 IiflO 1l£/9 f.t/9 Nil III
'".., SlJrraC~ £/6 ';',i.[/1<: I E/6 lIS :.../9 'iii/8 f'',//9 "\4/6 rt',ll6 lOW/S titl/6 £16 [/6..,
".1""'1
..
I'" I 5,ono ft ! N/20 I fi/19 1;/17 linG rl/ll NEIlZ 'iE/9 '/(/9 hE/II fill 1\ :t/l~ 'i/l1,";; ~I~.~ 4,000 ft IN/16 I 1\..../1S ~.1l5 to.;,'/14 I//H 1(,,/11 rUi/l :) rillllO 11../11 fl/13 :,114 "/14 :i-llAIl ]I r~ I'·coo H iNIlJ r;~1l4 11/14 fil.111~ 10'1/16 11'Jlll " ../11 ltil/ll 1;Ii/ll r,wllZ NIH If! 11 li-f•.lll J~ Z,0:10 ft Hill f.lI/iS I t;~/17 1110//11 1.;,'/19 riill14 ! f..../l2 :i~/ll t;.//lZ :.ii/14 M./lZ :;,//12 :'illJ~1I I§1,."", 1"'112 liW/l.l Itiw/14 I ~;"'/la till/16 ""/11 lili/10 '.;;/11 1iI1/l2 t,1l!l4 "-/13 Ir"/ll '· .. 11 )/
!co.,rf.!ce 11'W/11 t:l4li2 !i.ljH '.ii/IS f(tll1~ ';01/13 I :;',//10 rr.:no or-III Pi';/iZ liOi/ll IrJ/9 I·../I?i
aperiod: 195;.1962 in Sa~ta ~a~la and ~olnt Arguello areJs.
TMLE 2.3. Point Hugu Surface Cl ir.latological Dataa (lea 1969).
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3.0 ANALYSIS OF EXISTING FIELD DATA
...._-.~._--
Surface wind data is available from a number of towers located on
VAFB as illustrated in Figure 3.1. The format of the data and the
information available is given in Figure 3.2. Data is available on tape
for 15-second averages and longer term averages (5 minutes, 15 minutes,
or 1 hour). Not all of the available data has yet been put on tape.
This work is being carried out by Gordon Schocker (1984) at the Naval
Post-Graduate School in Monterey, California. $chocker is also ~nalyzing
the data for turbulence inten~ity values for u:>e in diffu~ion lll(Jdcling.
The data has not been analyzed as to illfoflnation relative to terrain
effects on wind loading of the STS.
Preliminary analysis of the data has been carried out by Frost and
Frost (1984). They have computed correlations of wind sp(;ed~ bebveen
the different towers and at the different levels for which information
is available. The results of this analysis are ~ho\'m in Figure ::>.3.
Thh very p,"ellminary data does show that certain to\'/ers are hi<jt.ly
correlated \'/ith one another, particularly those along the coastal regions
with fetch unaffected due to terrain. Illlc1nd towers, however, do not
correlate well. This result can also be related to the influence of
terrain features between respective towers. The influence of terrain
features on the internal boundary layer is discussed in Section 7.0.
These correlations will obviously depend on synoptic wind fieldS for
which data should be available from the ~OAA d~ta ·repo~itory in Asheville.
This analytical study should be continued to investigate indepth what
infor~ation can be obtained from individual towers. Consider~bly mare
data is available from those towers further from the SlC-6 than the 301
tower which has recently been erected at the VAFB launch site. The
information will then provide greater historical data sets which can be
used to understand the i nf1 uence of the terra in surroundi n9 the 1aUrlch
site on wind loading.
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General Information: Tapes, which are recorded with record size,
--366bytcs-'Tlin words), and block size, 4026 bytes (11 records)
are in binary format. Four types of records, 15-second averaged
data and longer term averaged data (5 minutes, 15 minutes, or
1 hour) are distinguished by the indication codes 11, 55, 15,
and 66. respectively.
Each Record's Words are as Follows:
Word
1-30
31-f.O
61-90
9t-1::0
1~1-I~O
1'>1-130
1al
192
133
x-conp wind
y-colT.p wind
0-.
cry
xy for wind
wi nd e')Uf:ter
I:lin •• sec.
do1Y. hour
c~de • 11
winct ,.peed
wind direction
<rv
wind counter
121-1~4 other ~en50r5
155-179 sen~or coun~cr
dale
hour. rn~n.
code. 55. 15. or 66
All ReSQ.r~ longer...I~I'il!...~S!~~.Rcco.t:9L
!!:'~ !2:!.!!.!!~ 'i~1 :2'1..pr lC;pn~.,.!:
1 OOO>/.. in<i U' 121 O~2/t .."'p 6'
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·
112 (,'.\/ -
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· lH C',f.14 O~,,/ n~ 1111/
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·7 103/ H9 2'J.l/
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·
129 )'J'J/
·
9 300/
·
130 )01/
·
10 301/
·
131 C:S,/t""p diff >4'
132 o:.~/ •11 05 '/..i /I.j ~4' ))) "',,~I ..
12 054/
·
J34 101/
·1) O~S/Wl nd 40' J 3S \(;::'/
14 0%/
·
))6 le)1
15 I Ol/Wl nd 54' 137 2001
16 102/
·
D9 J~'O/
17 10l/wind 54' )31) )t)\ II~O )lJOft .....!> .Ii!! I(\~ •19 ~n,,/
· loll 301Itc"-r> diH 102'I) 300/
·
H2 2OM t cr.? .,h ff 204'~O 3011 .. l4l JtJ:J1 •
21 10~/wlnd It,,2' i44 )(11/
22 200/ 14S )O~/te",? chEf 300'
II 300/
·
146 301/ •
24 ~99/"'in<l 108' 147 JO! !,lew pt 6'
25 :lOl/"'i 0'1 102' H9 301/.1.··.. pt 54'149 3UI/elf'w I't 102'26 200/willd 2U4' 1'>0 301/·'.'''' pt 204'27 )00/
·
151 3UI/d.·.... pt lOO'28 301/
·
I ~ 2 )UI/vailJlllty
29 300/wind 300' 15 ) 301/b~~~nr.~~lC pr....ur.
30 )01/
·
1"4 301/Lh~rt "'av.. radiation
II i. the " .. Jut' fro," the t"r,e att .... applying tho
f"ClUC of 10 1.'"ouYcr:il0th
Willd Zp'~c1 ....~
·
0.04240 R I(ts
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Figure 3,2. Data forr.ldt of the VIlfB to\'ler~,
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The basic types of terrain forms are protrusions, depressions,
and surface discontinuities. Examples of protrusions are hills, cliffs,
ridges, bUildings, trees, and shelterbe1ts; examples of depressions are
valleys, riverbeds, and canyons. Surface discontinuities are changes in
surface roughness or surface thermal properties; e.g., typical examples
are meadows surrounded by seashores, forests, and lakeshores. Combina-
tions of protrusions and depressions also occur in nature. such as
mountain passes, gaps in shelterbelts, and in ridges.
Frost and Shieh (1981) have reported the general characteristics
of flow patterns over many terrain features. In this section, the char-
acteristics of the flow disturbances over several interesting n~tural
and man-made terrain features are reviewed.
The flow field around surface protrusions on flat terrain is char-
acterized essentially by two flow features that are ir;;portant to the
STS while on the launch pad. or during early sta0r.S of liftoff:
(a) separation of the flow, and (b) generation of vortices. Flow sepa-
ration and vortices generally represent regions of pulsating or periodic.
flows and high turbulence. Therefore, STS launched at t l1e site ~lllich is
shrouded in these regions can have siynificilnt wind loadings.
4. 1 E.lQ~L~.E..aI_~~ i O.!!.
When streaml ines around an object no longer fo11o\'/ the contour of
the body, the pr1mary flow is said to separate from the object and a
reversed eddy-type flow occupies the space between the separated stream-
line and the object (Figure 4.1). Flow separation occurs most frequently
downstream of a hill. However, it will also occur upstream if the wind-
ward slope is relatively steep. Upstream flow separation is causp.d by
the interaction of a positive pressure gradient (pressure increasing in
the flow direction) and viscous forces. DOI'Jnstrcilll1 separatioll, although
also possibly caused by the same interaction that causes upstream flow
separation, is more often produced by the inilui1 ity of the fJuw to negotiate
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:-- Streamline
Streamline
o Recirculatlon
Eddy
Figure 4.1. Flow separation.
a sharp change in body configurcition. The physical mechanisms associated
with each of these separation phenomena include positive pressure gra-
dients. viscous interactions and sharp changes in terr~in.
4.1.1 ~aration Due to Positive Pressure Gradient and Viscous Interaction
- ----------
Flow separation results from the interaction of an ildvers~ pressure
gradient and viscosHy., The fluid particles close to the body surface
have low velocity due to friction and hence insufficient mOillentum to
overcome the adverse pressure gradient. Once these particles have lost
all momentum, their flow direction ...:111 reverse and they \·Ii11 flow in
the direction of decreasing pressure. A region of reverse flow, which
increases in size as the flow propagates downstream is created. Similar
resu lts occur for a gradua1 but steady convex curva ture. such as the
downstream part of a curved hill. For a convex curvature. retardation
of the main flow stream results in a static pressure rise, which c~uses
the adverse pressure gradient. For conca~e curvature, the adverse
pressure gradient' is produced by the conversion of velocity pressurp. head
to static pressure head, du~ to the deflection of the flow.
4.1. 2 ~~a r~jJon al.. Sha,r2.-Chanoes iD...Iprr_a. i n C0.!1_fj2~t_a1.i on
Figure 4.2 illustrates flow separation caused by the flow field's'
inability to negotiate sudden changes in the terrain configuration.
Separation thus occurs at the sharp leading edge. The mechanism of
separation in thi~ ease' is the high momentum of the fluid approaching
the sharp leading edge. The separated flovI forms a shear li1yel' of 10\11
static pressure and high vorticity. which is bent downwind through inter~
action with the transverse main flow arId forms an essentially parabolic
shell which reattaches some distance downstream. Momentum in the sepa-
rated layer diffuses into the wake and into the quasi-potential flow
outside the wake, setting the wake fluid into motion and smoothing out
the sharp velocity discontinuity. FollOl·,ing reattachli1ent, this diffusion
gradually thickens the shear layer until the inner flow is blended with
the outer flow. forming a nel.,. and thicker boundary layer weil dOl'lnstrealll.
The flow field for purposes of discussion and analysis may be divided by
a mean separating streamline. t;J :: O. into an o~lter zone through I'ihich t'he
21
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Figure 4.2. Illustrdtion of flow separation from sharp leading edges of
block terrain features.
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main flow passes and an inner wake where stagnant fluid recirculates
as a large eddy.
For three-dimensional flows, the separated flow pattern is even
more complicated. Three-dimensional separated flow contains all ~he
features of two-dimensional separated flow plus the effect of stretching
of mean flow vorticity interpreted in the following sectio~s.
4. 1.3 po i n...L.Q.f.J>_E2P.iJ raj i 0_"-
The longitudinal position on the terrain SUI fac~ beyond where reverse
flow occurs is identified as the separation point. In turbulent flow,
this point of separation fluctuates and only can be identified by a mean
value. For two-dimensional geometries, the separation point will occur
at different locations depending on the magnitu3e of the u~wind and
downwind ~lopes, the stability of the abnosphere, the surface roughness,
and the wind speed.
The character of flow separation occurring at the upwind side of·
the hill can be different from that on the downwind side as described
earlier. Usually, momentum-induced separation occurs at the crest on
the rearside of a triangular hill (Figure 4.3). The upstream separation
region does not, in general, extend further than two hill heights, H,
and occurs typically if H/Lu is greater than one half. Lu is the upwind
horizontal distance from the crest of tne protrusion to the location
where the height of the hill is equal to 0.5 Hand Ld is tllC dlY.mwind
horizontal distance.
Meroney, et al. (1978) shows that flow separation over triang~lar
ridges immersed in a t,}'p'ica1 shear layer profile depends strongly on
H/Ld and H/Lu• Based on a series of measurements of flew over triangu-
lar hills of alternate upwind dnd dOl'llll'Jind slopes, they pror,ose the
criterion for flow separation at the cre'it liS shown in Figure 4.3. For
relatively gentle downwind slopes. only \'Ieak eddies develop. This
causes early reattachment of the separating streamline. for r,trong
eddies, however, the downwind separation region interacts strongly with
the main flow producing an extended vlilke "in the dOl'lIIstreilHl.
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•4.1.4 Observation of Physical p~~~~
Figure 4.4 is a classical illustration (Yoshino 1975) of the
occurrence of flow separation over Mtural terrain made evident by the
wind-shaped tree formations on both sides of a ridge of Mt. Azuma in
central Japan. Deformed trees (D) on the windward side of the prevdil-
ing wind, sYmmetrically formed trees (S) just behind the ridge. and
deformed trees which show the opposite direction (00) to the prevailing
wind are shown on this figure. It is thought that the eddy form0d
behind the ridge is the cause of this situation. The cJdy 15 not formed
exactly on the x-z plane but has some twisted character under the influ-
ence of microtopography.
4.2 Vortices
Vortices associated with separilted flow will h.we an important
influence on STS launching since they al'e sources Of high and 10n9-
lasting turbulence. Figure 4.5 shows the positions of the llIan-!:Jade high
buildings around the VAFB (SLC-6) launch site. .~w con~licated are the
flow patterns and associated vortex shedding around a rectangular block
gev'lctry are shown in Ffgul'e 4.6. which l'eprcsents flow perpendicular' to
the face of a block. The flow pattern becomes appreciably diffe:rcnt
when the flow is not perpendicular to a specific face of a body.
When wind blows onto a corner of a rectangular object with a
single sloping top (Figure 4.7). a vortex forms along the leading
surface. The tip of the vortex attaches to the up:;tream corner; the
cone of the vortex lies roughly along the leading edge of the top. If
the slope of the top is large. the vortex sheet is tightly spiraled into
a strong. conical vortex whose pressure field may be severe. Further.
if the vortex swings or changes in intensity (Le .• pulsates). as it
may do in a natural wind. a pulsating wind field results.
The vortices shed from the hills have typically a helical struc-
ture. Their cone is fast-rotating with an <ixial flow velocity compo-
nent and is often subject ot bursting, whereby their dialiicter is grrJtly
enlarged. The outer flOli regions rcsrmble potential VOt'tei: flow,
25
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figure 4.4. Physical visualization of separation phenomena (Yoshino 1975).
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whereas the inside flow is usually highly turbulent due to the inter-
ference effects from other flow regions. The turbulence is particularly
high after vortex bursting.
Figure 4.8 shows the physical phenomenon of vortices shed by Jan
~1ayen Island. Therefore, vortices shed by the natural and man-made
terrain features around VAFB (SLC-6) can have significant intensity to
affect the STS launch to some extent.
4.3 Wakes
The separation region. which is also referred to as the wake behind
a bluff surface feature. is a region of high turbulence. The extent of
this region depends on the geometry of the obstacle and on the nature of
the upstream flow.
In discussing the wake, one must consider the distinction between a
momentum wake (normal wake) and a vortex wake (Hansen and Cermak 1975).
Both wakes interact and form the overall wake which creates disturbance·
in the flow field downstream of a protrusion. The degree to which each
wake dominates the flow field is quite different, depending on the
geometry and orientation of the body. Data presented by Lemburg (1973)
indicate that the mean velocity wake behind a block geometry \'/ith flow
perpendicular to one of the plane surfaces extends to a distance down-
stream of 10 to 15 block heights. However, the wake can extend to 50
to 100 block heights, or radii, downstream when the wind approaches a
rectangular geometry at other than perpendicular to a plane surfa~e,
or flows around circular cylinder or hemisphere blocks. This observed
effect can be contributed to the dominance of the momentum or the
vortex wake. A two-dimensional body having the wind approaching per-
pendicular to the long axis is the only geometry which has a fully
mom~ntum-produced wake. As the width of the protrusion becomes finite,
the end effects ~ause the formation of vortices.
Figure 4.9 shows the dimensionless extent of the separated flow
zone, xr/H, as a function of the aspect ratio, L/H, for blocks with
30
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Figure 4.8. Satellite photo of vortices shed by Jan Mayen Island
(Arctic Occiln) (Sillliu and Scanlan 1978).
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Figure 4.9. Wai<..e geometries behind a three-dimensional bluff body.
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different ratios of OIL (Leutheusser and 8aines 1967). The nomenclature
is defined in Figure 4.9 where H is the height. l is the length, 0 is
the depth, and xr is the distance where the flow reattaches to the sur-
face behind the block. The data are from wind tunnel measurements for
a simulated atmospheric wind speed profile approaching perpendicular to
the front face of the block. The region of recirculating flow is observed
to increase with decreasing values of OIL. Thus. long thin structures or
terrain features perpendicular to the prevailing wind direction produce
the larger separated flow regions.
Consider the man-made buildings around the VAFB (SLC-G) launch site
(Figure 4.5) again. The corresponding reattachment di~tance. xr ' of
the mobile service tower facility can be interpolated from Figure 4.9
as being 693 ft (211.2 m) approximately. The launch pad is unfortu-
nately located at about the center of the wake induced by the mobile
service tower.
Figures 4.10 and 4.11 compare the lateral velocity profiles behind
a block perpendicular to the flow and the same block at a 47° angle to
the flow. Comparison of the two figures shows dramatically the differ-
ence between the two wakes. The wake behind the block with a plane
surface perpendicular to the flow is a more symmetric and less persistent
wake. whereas the wake behind the block oblique to the flow persists well
downstream, continuing beyond 80 building heights. u (z) is the undis-,.
. . 0
turbed wind speed perpendicular to the windward face in the x-direction.
and is measured at the same height z as the locally disturbed wind sp~ed
iT(z). iT is the freestream velocity measured at approximately z = 10 H.
...
By using the results shown in Figures 4.10 and 4.11, the conceptual
wake patterns behind the mobile service tower of the corresponding I.ases
in these two figures are deduced and shown on the right side of each
figure. Wind loading on space shuttle launching in the wake region is
preliminarily estimated in Section 6.0.
An orographic measurement prograln using the NASA B-57B aircraft
was conducted in the Denver-Boulder. Colorado, area in 1984 by the Ames/
Dryden Flight Research Facility of EdwJrds, California, and the ~1iJrshall'
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Fi~ure 4.10. Lateral profiles of mean velocity deficit in the wake of a
b10ck at 00 (1-:00 et al. 1977).
\
Figure 4.11. Lateral profiles of mean velocity deficit in the wake of a
b10ck at 47° (Woo et al. 1977).
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Space Flight Center of Huntsville. Alabama. Preliminary analysis of the
data fro~ Flight 60 of this program are shown in Figures 4.12 through
4.14. These data were obtained in the lee (wake area) of the Rocky
Mountains just north of Denver and over Boulder, Colorado. By inspecting
the wind field of the wake region, as shown in these figures, one can
easily see that the influence of the wake due to natural and man-made
features in the VAFB (SLC-6) launch area could be very significant to
the STS launches.
4.4 Mountain-Valley Wind
Mountain and valley breezes result from the diurnal temperature
variation in valleys, which causes a pressure gradient from the plain to
the valley during the daytime (the valley breeze) and a reverse gradient
at night (a mountain breeze). Oefant (1951) has summarized the basic
theory in observations of mountain-valley flows. A schematic illustra-
tion of the normal diurnal variation of the circulation system in the
valley is shown in Figure 4.15. The black arrows show mountain or
valley breeze, and white arrows show up- or down-slope wind and its
associated circulation.
The actual state of the mountain and valley breezes varies according
to factors such as topographical conditions, seasonal change of the
height of the sun, duration of daytime and nighttime hours, vegetation,
and surface conditions. Many parameters affecting the wind character~
istics in a valley along with the variability of these parameters from
valley to valley make it nearly impossible to draw specific conclusions
concerning effects of the various parameters which will remain valid for
all valleys.
Generally speaking, long deep valleys with floor slope greater than
0.1 Ilave valley and mountain winds averaging from 6 to 16 knots (3 to 8
m/s), and slope winds averaging from 4 to 3 knots (2 to 4 nVs). Investi-
gation of the topograph VAFB (SLC-G) launch area has been carried out.
A broad shallow valley along the direction from southeast to northwest
has a floor slope less than 0.07. Therefore. mountain-valley winds
aro~nd the VAFU (SLC-6) site are not as important as the others previously
mentioned.
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Figure 4.12. Hurizontal \'/ind field recorded on orographic effects
Flight GO.
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Figure 4.13. Horizontal wind vector ilt diffel'Pllt levels alony Ilioulltdin
side.
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Figure 4.14. Vertical wind vector at different levels along mountain
side.
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Figure 4.15. Schematic illustration of the nOt'mal variations of the
air currents in a valley.
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5.0 FLOW PATTERN OVER THE VAFB SLC-6
Vertical cross-sectional flow patterns for eight directions over
the natural terrain passing through the center of the VAFB (SLC-6) launch
site are approximately discussed in this section. General character-
istics of flow fields around several isolated terrain fcatures have been
described in Section 4.0. The concept of a two-di~ensional flow field
is useful because it represents a limiting condition for which a great
deal of analytical and experimental data are rcported. Therefore, the
criterion for flow separation over two-dimcnsional triangular hills
(Figure 4.3) has been applied to predicting the flow pattern of edch
cross section. As mentioned earlier, the extent of the separation
region which is the region of high turbulence depends on the geometry
of the obstacle magnitude and on the nature of the upstream flow.
Figure 5.1 shows the flow patterns in cross sections at directions
of:
a. NW to SE at 135° from north (clockwise +)
b. Reverse direction of (a)
c. NW to SE at 112.5° from north
d. Reverse direction of (c)
e. Wto E at 90° from north
f. Reverse direction of (e)
g. SW to NE at 67.5° from north
h. Reverse direction of (9)
1. SW to NE at 45° from north
j. Reverse direction of (i)
k. SW to NE at 22.5° from north
1- Reverse direction of (k)
m. S to Nat 0° from north
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Figure 5.1. Flow pattern over the VAfU (SLC-6) launch area.
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n. Reverse direction of (m)
o. SE to NW at -22.5° from north
p. Reverse direction of (0)
The prevailing wind direction is shown at the upper right-hand corner of
each figure. The predicted flow pattern along the terrain surface is
also plotted in each figure. Separation region always occurs to the
downstream and sometimes to the upstream of a hill. Figure 5.1a shows
that wind flows from northwest direction (onshore wind) which is the
predominant wind direction around VAFB (SLC-6) launch site. The launch
mount which has a height of 300 feet is plotted above the terrain sur-
face (see Figure 4.5). As shown in Figure S.la. there is a hill-like
block just behind the launch pad. In addition to the wake occurring to
the downwind of the hill. a big recircv1ation region also occurs to the
windward side. The launch mount and space shuttle are initially immersed
in the internal boundary layer dominantly due to the roughness of the
terrain surface. Thus. the big recirculation region at the windward
side of the hill will strongly affect the space shuttle launch.
Similarly. considering that wind is blowing through the same cross
section in the inverse direction from southeast to northwest. and is'·
strong enough. the downstream wake region at the downwind site of the
hill will significantly influence the STS launch. All eight cross
sections corresponding to 16 caseS have been investigated in this
report. Most of the cases have recirculation flow effects around the
launch station.
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6.0 PRELIMINARY ESTIMATE OF THE MAGNITUDE OF
WIND LOADING ON SIS
The nature of the flow over natural and man-made terrain features
has been reviewed in the last few sections. As mentioned earlier, the
wind loading on the space shuttle while standing on the launch IJad
and during initial liftoff is very complex. Consider the flow pattern
around a rectangular block which has the ~ame nomenclature as shown in
Figure 4.10. Woo et al. (1977) measured velocities behind block-shaped
bluff bodies of different aspect ratios, L/H. The aspect ratio is a
measure of the blockage effect that the bluff body presents to the flow.
Figure 6.1 indicates that the maximum wind speed occurs at z/H = 1.93
and x/H = 1.0. Figure 6.2 shows the results of the velocity measure-
ment for the model of smaller aspect ratio (L/H = 2.44). A comparison
of the results shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.2 indicates that:
1. Along the centerline of the flow field, the location of
the maximum wind speed seems to be independent of the
aspect ratio.
2. The maximum wind speed in the plane of symmetry through
the flow field appears to fall between z/H = 1.93 and
z/H = 3.75 at x/H = 1.0. The aspect ratio of the mobile
service tower at VAFB (SLC-6) is about 0.4. Th2 distance
between the launch pad and the tower is almost equal to
the height of the mobile service tower. Thu~, wind
bending load, Which is induced by the mohile service
tower, is acting on the space shuttle and is approxi-
mately estimated as shown in Figure 6.3~
The wind shear loading during the early ~tage of liftoff of the
STS will have an influence, to some extent, on the controllability of
the flight path direct.ion. If the wind blows toward the mobile service
tower at a cert~in ang rather thdn perpendiculdr to the building, the
vortex shedded from the lo,11ding will have a stronger effect on the
launch. It is apparent th~ 'dditional measurements and analyses are
required to quantify the ma2rl:.IJde of these complex ~lind loads.
1. 2 .---.,....-.,.-.-.,.-....,.---:--...,..-..,..--r--,
1.0
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Figure 6.1. Velocity ratio at y/H a 0 for block aspect ratio a 8.37.
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Uo • undisturbed wind speedU= wind speed disturbed by building
Block Aspect Ratio, l/H • 0.43
u/uo ·'1.0, at z/M = 1.5
.....---.-
Wind
...
u/uo • 0.3, at z/H = 1.0
Mobile Service
Tower Fad 1i ty
....
ct-
III
0-
M
.. ' ..
:r. .
I 11--85 ft I
Figure 6.3. Wind bending load on space shuttle which is induced by
mobile servfce tower.
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7.0 TURBUlEN~~
In addition to the mean velocity pattern over the natural and man-
made terrain features, the turbulence flow associated with high-frequency
fluctuation is also an important factor to be considered in space shuttle
launches. Neal et al. (1981) carried out a wind tunnel boundary layer
simulation of wind flow over complex terrain. Figures 7.1 and 7.2 show
the isotach and 1soturb contour plots. The results show that velocities
in excess of 0.9 of the gradient velocity occur in the bottom of the
boundary layer on the top of the saddle. Also, significant turbulence
intensity always occurs to the downstream flow (even upstream flow) of
the model. Recalling the flow patterns around the launch pad (Section
5.0), the space shuttle 1s possibly shrouded in the wake region behind
the block terrain. Thus, the significant shear layer in the wake will
induce uneven stressing of the shuttle.
It is known that the prevailing wind direction at VAFB (SLC-6) is
mainly from the northwest (i.e•• onshore wind). When air moves from
water to land, many surface properties change and an internal boundary
layer develops. The air within this layer is modified by the new
surface, whereas the air above it essentially retains its upstream
properties. Elliott (1958) found that the height h of the interface
between these two regions 1s given by
h.~ :s a[~_IO.8
Zo Zo
where a • 0.75 + 0.03 In(zo'/zo) and Zo and zoe are upwind and downwind
roughness lengths, respectively.
Panofsky et al. (1981) measured the spectrum over land downwind of
water at Riso. Figure 7.3 shows u-velocity spectra at a height of 2 m
for near-neutral conditions over water (Hast 0) and 10 In downwind of the
shorel ine (~Iast 2A). The height of the interface at 70 III do~mwind of
the shoreline is about 6 m>2 m. The figure shows that there is no
significant difference between the two spectra at low frequencies.
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However. the increased roughness of the land has produced increased
spectral densities at high frequencies. Figure 7.4 shows average
spectra of the three velocity components in near-neutral conditions. In
each case. the spectra on the inland mast (2A) at heights of 8 mand 12
mare not significantly different from upstream (Mast O. see Figure 7.3)
spectra at 2 m. This is consistent with the fact that these heights are
above the interface. At a height of 4 m. just below the interface. a
slight increase is apparent in the high-frequency portion of the longi-
tudinal spectrum but this increase is not easily distinguished in the
o.ther two components. At the 2 mheight. the high-frequency portion of
all components has been strongly increased above their upstream levels.
The low-frequency ends of the spectra are characteristically noisy but
clearly are unaffected by the roughness change. The spectra of all
three components are significantly higher than Kaimal's spectrum of
turbulence over flat terrain for frequencies less than about 0.04.
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8.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the review of the flow character:stics over natural and
man-made complex terrain. the terrain features around VAFB (SlC-6) will
have a significant effect on the wind pattern at the launch site.
Moreover. the vortices shed by the high building (i.e •• mobile service
tower) and other structures can create unusual wind loads on the space
shuttle dwelt on the launch pad and during initial liftoff. Also, the
terrain surface roughness and complex land patterns at VAFB launch area
will produce increased turbulence energy at high and intermediate fre-
quencies. Finally. the limited tower data show that correlation between
the towers around SLC-6 correlates well in velocity and direction.
To quantify the magnitude of the wind loads on the space shuttle,
additional measurements and analyses are required. Two methods are
recommended which will provide insight and/or measurements (data) which
can be used to accomplish the required additional analysis.
Method 1: Water tunnels have been used for many years in a research
mode, primarily for investigating fluid flow behavior. Such a facility
for visual and computational techniques to simulate atmospheric disper~
sion is presently being developed by FWG Associates, Inc. of Tullahoma •.
Tennessee. This facility has potential applications for observation
and for measuring. the complex flow patterns due to different terrain
features. Thus, the flow patterns for the VAFB (SlC-6) launch area
could be simulated and even quantified by use of this water tunnel
facil ity.
Method 2: NASA B-578 instrumented aircraft has been involved in
several field test programs for many years. A flight pattern designed
properly could be used to investigate the mountain effects on the flow
nature at the VAFB (SlC-6) launch site. The flow structure around the
early flight path is also achievable from the flight test. And then,
the characteristics of the turbulent flow which is very important to
space shuttle la~nches are to be possibly and correctly evaluated by the
flight test data.
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